for (x, t) E R" x IO, co[ (see Theorem 4) . Here we again have one-sided conditions on w and f, and in addition a condition on f at the boundary R" x (0)
which still allows f(x, t) to be unbounded as t---f 0. This constrasts with [3, p. 251, where f is assumed continuous up to R" x (0). Finally, for n = 1, we use a result of Gehring [4] to show that, under conditions which guarantee the representation (1 .I), there is at most one solution of the problem Bw=f on R x IO, 4 -co < lizsmf w(x, t) < lirno"+"p w(x, t) < + co for all s E R, pp+ 4% t) = 4(x) for almost all x E R, where + is any given real-valued function on R.
The use of the one-sided condition on f is possible because we can, by addition of a given function, reduce the condition to f > 0, so that solutions of Bw = f are then subtemperatures [7, 8, 91 . W e can then use theorems in [S, 91 to show that the given conditions on w+ imply that similar conditions on w-are satisfied, and also (implicitly) that f (x, t) cannot grow too rapidly as /( x 11 ---f co, so that conditions on / w / and /f 1 follow. These results are analogues of theorems about subharmonic functions on strips and half-planes given in [2, 51.
NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY
We recall the definition of a subtemperature given in [7] , for which we require some preliminary notation. Given (x0 , to) E R"+~r and c > 0, we denote by Q(x,, , t,; c) the domain defined by ES'(JC, -x, t, -t) > (4+x)m/2, and we denote by ,O the function defined for (x, t) E R" x IO, co[ by Q(x, t) = I/ x 112 (4 )I x (12 t2 + (11 .r /I2 -2nt)a}-r/?
Let w be a function defined on a domain D. We say that w is a subtemperature on D if it satisfies the following conditions:
(i) -8~ < w(x, t) < $03 for all (x, t) E D;
(ii) zc is upper semicontinuous on D;
(iii) for each (x, t) E D there exists a point (x0, tJ E 11, t, > t, such that (x, t) can be joined to (x0 , s t ) by a polygonal line in D along which the t-coordinate is strictly monotonic, and w(xO , to) > -CO;
(iv) for each (x,, , to) ED, the inequality holds whenever B(r ,, , t,; c) C D (here s denotes surface measure on Z? it is called a potential. If w is a subtemperature on D, and u is a temperature such that w < u on D, then u is called a thermic majorant of w on D. If, in addition, u has the property that u -1 n for every thermic majorant v of w on D, then u is called the least thermic majorant of w on D [7; Section Ill. Similar statements, with the inequalities reversed, serve to define a thermic minorant and the greatest thermic minorant of a supertemperature on D [9, Section 71. We shall employ the integral means Mb (b > 0) of [8] . Let 0 < t < b < 'x. and let 2' be a measurable function on R" x {t>. The integral mean Mb(u; t) is defined by the formula
whenever the integral exists.
We require also the following well-known formulae s W(xy, t -s) dy = 1,
Rn which hold whenever x, x E Rn and Y < s < t. They can be deduced from [8; Lemma 31. The term decreasing is used here in the wide sense.
A CHARACTERIZATION OF POTENTIALS
We now give a characterization of potentials of the form (2.1) on a strip R" x IO, a[ in terms of the means M, . The characterization is analogous to [2; Theorem 31 for superharmonic potentials on a strip, and to [6; Theorem 5, Corollary 31 for such functions on a half-space. THEOREM 1. If Wp is a potential on R" x IO, a[, 0 < a < co, and 6 < a, then M,(Wp; a) is real-valued and increasing on 10, b[, and M*( Wp; t) -0 a~ t -+ 0.
Conversely, ;f w is a non-negative supertemperature on R" x IO, a[ and, for some b < a, lim inf,,, Mb(w; t) = 0, then w is a potential.
Proof.
Let Wp be a potential on R * x IO, a[, and let 0 < b < a. Then, if O<t<b,
where pt is the restriction of p to Rn .) is increasing and finite-valued.
Next, as t + 0, Wpt decreases and is bounded below by zero. Since Wp, is a temperature on R" x It, a[, it follows that u = lim,,, Wp, is a temperature on R" x IO, a[ [7; Lemma 91, and 0 < u < Wp. Since Wp is a potential its greatest thermic minorant is zero 
MEAN VALUES OF SUBTEMPERATURES
In this section we show how growth conditions on the positive part of a subtemperature lead to similar conditions on the negative part. Although Theorem 1 is employed, the essential step is an application of the decomposition theorem [9; Theorem 221.
We recall the definitions of the classes ,Zti and Qb of [8] . For 0 < b < co, we say that w E Zr, if w is a subtemperature on R" x 
Proof.
We can assume that f > 0. For if w satisfies (5.3) and the given condition on Mb(w+; .), then 6, given by 
A REPRESENTATION THEoREn%
Theorem 1 shows that the means ;l/lb( Wp; t) of a potential tend to 0 as t ---) 0, but in order to prove our representation theorem, we need a condition on J'
which ensures that Wf itself tends to zero as R" v (01 is approached. Proof. We first show that we can assume f > 0 throughout. By Lemma 1, if we put z)(x, t) = w(x, t) -KtVJx, t), th en Bv = f + kV, 3 0, and w satisfies for all x0 E R", so that continuity of h on R" x [0, a[ is equivalent to that of w and h(., 0) = w(., 0) whenever that continuity occurs. Therefore (iii) follows from (6.4) and (6.5). Finally, if (iii) holds then (ii) follows easily from [8; Theorem 211 and our assumption that f > 0.
A GENERALIZED CAUCHY PROBLEM
For the case II = 1, Theorem 4 can be used to prove that there is at most one solution of a generalized form of the Cauchy problem. 
